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Millikan oil drop method to determine the charge of an  
electron  

 

■ Robert Millikan was an American physicist who  made 

numerous momentous discoveries in the fields of 

electricity, optics, and molecular physics. 

 

■  His earliest major success was the accurate 

determination of the charge carried by an electron. 

 

■ He got the Nobel prize in Physics in 1923 for his work on 

the measurement of elementary electric charge and 

photoelectric effect." 
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Millikan oil drop experiment: 

 

Principle: By suitable application of electric field opposite to the 

gravitational field,  a given oil drop is made to move up or down or 

remain stationary, so that series of observations can be made on it. 
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Experimental arrangement (1) 
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The apparatus consists of two 

optically plane parallel plates A and 

B. 

  

The plates are connected to an 

adjustable voltage (V), which 

produces a vertical electric field E = 

V/d, where d is the distance between 

the two plates.  

 

Tiny drops of non-volatile oil are 

sprayed by an atomizer D. These 

droplets are allowed to drift in to the 

space between two plates through 

the hole H in the plate A. 
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Experimental arrangement (2) 
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These drops acquire charge as a result of 

friction in the sprayer. 

  

The plates and sprayer are placed in a chamber 

C which is surrounded by a constant 

temperature bath of oil    (E).  

 

The drops are illuminated by light from an arc 

source (S).  

 

The drop is observed by microscope (T) 

provided with millimeter scale in the eye-piece.  

 

The charge on the oil drop can be varied by 

ionizing the air by passing x- rays through the 

apparatus. 
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Theory 
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■ The electric field E is switched off. The drop of  is made to fall in a 

gravitational field.  

 

■ A falling droplet of oil is acted on by its weight W, the buoyant force B and 

the viscous force F. 

■ Mass of the oil drop m = density of oil x volume of the drop 

                                             m =
4πa

3
ς

3
                                                     B     F 

  Therefore, weight of the drop  W= mg = 
4πa

3
ςg

3
                      v           oil drop      

   Where a is the radius of the drop and                                            W 

               𝛓 is the density of oil  drop 

 The buoyant force acting on drop in upward direction is  B = 
4πa

3
ોg

3
 

   Where ો is the density of air 
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Theory 
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From Stokes’ law, the resisting force due to air (viscous force) is F = 

6πηav 

where η is the coefficient of viscosity of the air and v is the  terminal 

velocity of the drop. 

 

The drop under the action of these force acquire constant velocity 

called terminal velocity (v). 

 

Hence W-B-F = 0 

 

4πa
3

ςg
3

− 
4πa

3
σg 

3
= 6πηav 

 

a=
9𝜂𝑣

2𝑔(𝛓−𝛔)

1/2
…(1)  

 

By measuring the terminal velocity (v) radius (a) of the droplet can 

be calculated using equation 1 
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Theory 
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The electric field ( E ) is established by applying a high potential 

difference between the plates A and B. 

 

 By adjusting direction and magnitude of the electric field, the drop is 

made to move in upward direction with uniform velocity (v1). 

 

 Let q1 be the charge of the drop. Then force due to electric field E = q1 E 

 

Under the action of the forces oil drop moves with constant velocity v1  

Therefore, 4/3 πa3 (ρ- σ)g + 6πηav1 = q1E -----------(2)          
 

From equations (1) and (2), we get                                              B          E                        

   

6πηav + 6πηav1 = q1 E                                                                  𝑣1            

                                                                                                           W          F 

6πηa(𝑣 + 𝑣1)= 𝑞1E = 𝑛1e E ---------(3)       [𝑞1=𝑛1e ] 
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Theory  
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Millikan observed thousands of droplet, sometimes watching a single 

droplet for several hours.  

 

By passing x-ray through the apparatus, the charge of the droplet was 

varied.  

 

It was found that the droplet suddenly moved with different velocity, 

indicating that it had picked up an extra charges. 

 

 When the oil droplet acquired more charges, its velocity changes 

suddenly. Let it be v2 corresponding to the charge q2 = n2e (e is charge of 

the electron) 

 

6πηav + 6πηav2= q2E = n2eE                    6πηa(v+v2)= n2eE ---------(4) 
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Theory  
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From equations (3) and (4), we get 

6πηa(v2 – v1)= (n2-n1) eE ----------(5) 

 

For the same droplet under same electric field, (v2 – v1) α (n2-n1) 

Hence any change in the velocity of the droplet is proportional to the 

quantity of charges acquired. 

 

(v2 – v1) will be minimum when (n2-n1) is one. 

Equation (5) becomes 6πηa(v2 – v1)min = eE 

 

e = 
6πηa(v2 

– v1)min

E
  -----(6)   

Hence charge of an electron can be determined using equation (6) 
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Conclusion  

 

Millikan’s experiment helped to measure the charge of the electron. In each 

case the original charge  q1 and all subsequent changes q1   in were found 

to be integer multiples of a single basic charge e =  1.6 𝑥 10−19 C.  

Secondly Millikan established that all charges come in multiples of the basic 

unit “e”. Hence charge is quantized. 
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